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JA Frate eliminated 
inefficiencies, more 
effectively managing 
growth and realizing 
customer service 
benefits, by using 
Carrier Logistics FACTS. 

Headquartered in 
McHenry, Illinois, JA Frate 
operates throughout 
southern Wisconsin, the 
greater Chicago area and 
northern Indiana. The full 
service transportation 
provider offers asset-
based less-than-truckload 
and full truckload services 
throughout its operating 
area. The company’s JA 
Nationwide operation 
uses company assets 
and partner carriers to 
handle shipments across 
North America while its JA 
Logistics division provides 
warehouse services.

CHALLENGE: Eliminate inefficiencies 
and more effectively manage growth.
Averaging 1,000 loads daily, JA Frate was using a software package that 
had two separate databases for its asset and non-asset-based businesses. 
The resulting inefficient administrative processes required duplication 
of effort for onboarding new customers and hampered its ability to be a 
single source of a full range of transportation services for its shippers.

About JA Frate Experiencing the 
FACTS™ Difference

“We chose CLI because the FACTS software was capable of supporting 
both our asset-based and brokerage businesses. Before, we had two 
separate databases and systems, one for each part of the company, 

which was very inefficient from a back-office perspective and for our 
customers because it required duplication of effort. We are a full- service 
transportation provider and CLI not only has the best solution for our 

operations, it provides a better experience for our customers.”

- Jill Dinsmore, President, JA Frate, Inc.
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To reduce administrative time and improve customer 
service, JA Frate needed an integrated solution that 
could provide real-time access, simplify procedures, and 
streamline planning. The software would also need to allow 
customers to access shipment and invoice information 
and have the ability to receive rate quotes and book loads 
with any part of the JA Frate operation in one portal.

Solution
In 2014, JA Frate began using FACTS transportation and 
freight management software from Carrier Logistics, Inc. 
(CLI) to support its asset-based LTL and brokerage operations. 
Carrier Logistics’ FACTS is the premier solution for meeting
the unique transportation and freight management needs
of asset-based LTL carriers and the last-mile industry.

FACTS, available via the Cloud or on premise, bundles more 
than 20 essential modules that automate operations and 
manage processes. The enterprise solution includes online 
customer shipping tools, dispatch and driver management, 
a rate engine, cross dock management, and a full back-office 
suite.  Carrier Logistics was able to provide one system 
that met the needs of both of JA Frate’s businesses.  

Today, JA Frate is using FACTS to run paperless.  Their drivers 
use an automated Proof of Delivery (POD) process to capture 
electronic signatures on Android devices. The electronic POD, 
which can be sent by the driver to a customer’s email address 
on the spot, is uploaded to the FACTS database almost 
instantly, giving their customers real time delivery visibility.

JA Frate is actively deploying CLI’s enhanced Dock 
Management Board, which graphically displays trailer 
loading and unloading activity at their cross dock facility. 
The updated CLI technology guides the dock workers 
and ensures each shipment is loaded on the correct 
trailer, improving efficiency and eliminating misloads.

Result
By replacing an outdated system with a 
comprehensive, highly efficient transportation 
and freight management solution from Carrier 
Logistics, JA Frate is saving administrative 
time, improving customer service, and more 
effectively managing and driving growth.
JA Frate customers are taking full advantage of the full 
service web site driven by FACTS, which allows them to 
quote, ship, and track with just a few clicks. By using the 
easily implemented, automated and integrated solutions 
with CLI FACTS software, JA Frate customers can access all 
of their shipments, invoices, and information in one web 
portal rather than needing two separate platforms. They 
also have visibility of their freight throughout all of JA’s 
divisions resulting in a smooth, streamlined experience 
and a vastly more efficient process for customers.

The single FACTS database for asset and non-asset 
based operations at JA Frate also cuts in half the time 
it took previously took to onboard new customers. 

The operations team at JA Frate has deployed CLI’s route 
optimization technology, using FACTSMaps that provide real 
time visibility to delays and traffic disruptions as well as truck 
and shipment locations. This capability allows for enhanced 
delivery forecasting, which drives up customer satisfaction.
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SEE CLI’S FACTS™ FREIGHT MANAGEMENT 
SOLUTION IN ACTION. SCHEDULE A DEMO TODAY.

570 Taxter Road, Suite 390     ·     Elmsford, New York 10523     ·     Phone: (914) 332-0300

carrierlogistics.com      ·     clis@carrierlogistics.com

Why Choose CLI?

CLI provides amazing, robust technology solutions to power freight and delivery businesses forward. Their road-tested 
software provides the right tools for you and your staff to make your company more efficient and your customers 
happier. Developed by trucking experts, FACTS will solve your business headaches, providing immediate ROI and 
resulting in a more satisfied staff and customer base. Always being enhanced, serviced 24/7/365, and available via a 
hosted application or on your own servers, CLI’s FACTS solution is reliable, respected, and right for your business.

Management reporting at JA Frate has been simplified and 
automated, reducing pressure on administrative staff. 

With paperless POD processes enabled by integrations 
with FACTS, JA Frate is reducing significant administrative 
time each night. The time savings include cutting two 
hours of route planning time by eliminating the need 
to print delivery receipts and more than one hour by 
simplifying the driver check-in process because there is 
no longer a need to scan and index POD paperwork. 

“With paperless Proof of Delivery processes and several fully 
integrated management solutions with its FACTS software, 
CLI is saving us many hours of administrative labor time 
each night for route planning time and simplifying the driver 
check-in process. The solution also cut in half the time it took 
previously to onboard new customers and allows shippers to 
access all of their information in one web portal rather than 
needing two separate platforms. It was CLI‘s partnerships and 
their ability to easily implement integrated solutions that were 
the key to making this work.”

- Kathleen Anderson, Office/Project Manager, JA Frate, Inc.

About Carrier Logistics Inc.
Carrier Logistics Inc., Elmsford, N.Y., is a leading transportation 
software developer and engineering consulting firm and a 
pioneer in creating systems technology and freight 
management systems for the trucking industry for over 40 
years. CLI is the premier transportation software provider to 
LTL, combined LTL and truckload, asset light and non-asset and 
package delivery in the U.S., Canada, Australia and the United 
Kingdom.


